
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

WHICH IS BETTER? 
Fade-Slice or Draw-Hook 

 

Boy Oh boy! We’ve all heard the ‘Equestrian Scata’ from all corners of the earth on this 

rudimentary and other baseline subjects! There is a full gamut of opinions and conjecture! We 

need to get ‘IT’ right! 

 

Generally your ‘Golf Ball’ does not know ‘YOU’! It has no idea whether you are ‘Right or Left 

Handed’, ‘Male or Female’, any skin colour or religion! All it knows is what the ‘Sweet Spot’ 

tells it … the relayed or conducted ‘Impact Energy and Conditions’! 

 

Curvature is generally about ‘Side Spin Rate’ and the ambient air conditions … ‘Head, Tail and 

Cross Winds’ … ‘Moisture & Temperature Gradient’ … ‘Barometric Pressure’. However a 

Fade-Slice enlists an opened ‘C/F Aim at Separation’ and some under-spin, while the Draw-

Hook is ‘Hooded, Trapped or Closing’. These conditions will invite slightly more over-spin roll. 

 

A ‘Right Hander’s Slice’ is a ‘Left Hander’s Hook’. Quiet Triangles reign supreme! 

 

We hear about ‘Turning The Ball Over’ is the ‘Player and Touring Pro’ preferred profile. Might I 

suggest that you ask a few of these athletes how much they revere their unexpected and 

troublesome ‘Snap Hooks’ (‘Turning The Ball Over’) that seem to come about Hole #14 through 

#18? You do not want to get overly aggressive with ‘Turning The Ball Over’. 

 

Your ‘555 Team’ invites your asking us “Why Hole #14 through #18?” Happy to explain!     

 

Let me tell you, the right and left bush are both full of long and short errant golf balls.  

 

One thing for sure, golf mechanical nonsense can grow a garden! We all might be well rewarded 

by planting some of our favourite flowers and veggie soon! Please let us know how that goes?  

 

Enjoy Every Moment Of Your Golf! 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 
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